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The Project
Thomas S. and Harvey D. Wilmeth 
Active Learning Center - WALC
Telling the Story
Video to Communicate Exciting Synergies & Relationships 
within the  Project
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WALC Video
What was its Genesis? 
A Challenge and an Opportunity
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Old Power Plant –
Center of Purdue Campus
Aerial view of site of Old Power Plant
Earth and Atmospheric 
Sciences Library (CIVL)
Pharmacy, Nursing, and 
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Purdue Decentralized Libraries – 12 to 7
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• Instruction Matters: Purdue Academic Course 
Transformation (or IMPACT) is Purdue’s 
initiative for academic course transformation.  
Its mission is to change and sustain a culture 
of teaching and learning by transforming 
foundational courses with research informed 
redesigns. It strives to enhance student 
competency and confidence with learning 
success.  
• The initiative is unique in that it encompasses 
the entire Purdue West Lafayette campus.  As 
an integrated campus-wide effort, it involves 
key partners from Office of the Provost, 
Purdue Libraries, Center for Instructional 
Excellence, ITaP, Purdue Extended Campus, 
and the Discovery Learning Research Center.
What’s In a Name?
The Vision Behind the Project 
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How did Purdue Conceptualize and Arrive at the Wilmeth 
Active Learning Center (WALC) – Opportunities and Challenges  
The Vision Behind the Project 
How did Purdue Conceptualize and  Arrive at the Wilmeth 




It takes a Village





The State of Indiana
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April 2013
State of Indiana commits 
$50 million to the Active Learning 
Center at Purdue University.
Purdue University
Getting Buy-in from the Leaders at the institution
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The Challenge from the President 
• 25% or $4,000,000 in pledges must be 
secured by August 2014 to commence 
demolition of the Old Steam Plant
• 100% or $16,000,000 in pledges must 
be secured by May 2015 in order to 
commence construction of the Active 
Learning Center
• 50% or $8,000,000 of those pledges 
must be paid by May 2015 to 
commence construction of the Active 
Learning Center.
Major Gifts
A project that mobilized the Alumni Community
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Finding a Lead Donor 
Following a naming level gift from their surviving family members, in 
April of 2015, the Purdue University Board of Trustees approved 
naming the Active Learning Center for two brothers, both College of 
Engineering alumni, for their long term commitment and generous 
support of the Purdue University Libraries.
Thomas S. and Harvey D. Wilmeth
Major Gifts
The Libraries Dean’s Advisory Council
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Members of the Dean’s Advisory Council
Larry and Janet Hiler with Dean Mullins
The Dean’s Advisory Council had 
a strong role in supporting the 
mission and fundraising of the 
Wilmeth Active Learning Center 
project. An early gift of 
$1,000,000 to support the 
fundraising of the WALC by 
Board Chair Larry Hiler and his 
wife, Janet, stimulated further 










Total Philanthropic Giving :
$16,000,000+
$25,000 - $8M - $15,500,000+
$1,000 to 24,999 - $400,000+
Under $1,000 - $60,000+





Total Number of Gifts:
538
$25,000 - $8M - 34
$1,000 to 24,999 - 86




The Old Power Plant comes down
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Construction
The Wilmeth Active Learning Center rises from the ground
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Grand Opening
Fall 2017
Thank you
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